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Abstract
This chapter aims to describe the kinematics of two unusual phonation types: ingressive
and whistle. This was accomplished by HSDP investigation and Vocalizer® analysis.
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Introduction
Our previous studies (see Chapter 33 in this volume) observed that extreme vocal sounds
can be produced by glottic and/or supra glottic structures (SGS) with only partial participation of the true vocal folds (TVF). The aim of this study was to investigate ingressive phonation (InP) and whistle phonation (WP) using high-speed digital phonoscopy
(HDSP). To obtain a more detailed analysis of how the glottic and supraglottic vibrating
patterns behave and contribute to the creation of these sounds, we processed HSDP images and acoustic sound data using the Vocalizer® software (see Chapter 18 in Volume I).
Methods
We engaged a single male subject, a well-trained expert at extreme vocalization, to produce these types of vocalization. HSDP recordings were carried out in color mode with
KayPENTAX 90° rigid laryngoscope connected to a KayPENTAX color high-speed video
system (CHSV), model 9710. Recording rate was set at 2000 fps. All acquired signals were
analyzed visually and acoustically by processing with Vocalizer®. Automatic tracing of
glottal area waveform (GAW), kymographic segmentation, and Nyquist plots were derived for both phonation types.
Results
Ingressive Phonation
Ingressive Phonation (InP) is produced on air flowing backwards between the vocal folds
(VF). InP can occur in natural languages (e.g., Swedish) or in emotional phonation such
as sobbing, crying, laughing, or erotic vocalization [1-4]. As far as we are aware, InP has
never been studied using HSDP and physiologic studies are rare.
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Figure 1 shows HSDP view of the glottis during one GAW of InP. We can observe that
the majority of the phonatory and respiratory glottis is open (A) and that only the most
anterior portion of the glottis is approximated. Figure 2 (A-C) shows Vocalizer® analysis
of InP taken from HSDP and acoustics.

Figure 1. Open (left) and approximated portion (right) for a single cycle of the
GAW in InP.

Figure 2A. Generation of GAW, kymographic segmentation, and Nyquist plot from HSDP
of InP using Vocalizer®.
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Figure 2B. Acoustical analysis of InP using Vocalizer®.

Figure 2C. Comparison of visual and acoustical analysis of InP using Vocalizer®.
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Whistle Phonation
Whistle Phonation (WP) is considered to represent the highest register in the human
voice [5]. It is produced typically above “high C” (C6 or 1046.5 Hz) and usually extends
to about two Ds above (D7 or 2349.3 Hz). Higher F0 are possible (see Chapter 31 in this
volume). Physiology of this mode is poorly understood. Therefore, this short study using
a single subject is a welcoming addition to both the InP and WP mystery, especially since
HSDP offers detailed visualization of TVF and SGS kinematics, neither of which can be
evaluated by steady light or by LVS.
Figure 3 shows HSDP view of the glottis during one GAW of WP. It is difficult to appreciate the VF vibration from these still pictures. Figure 4 (A-C) shows Vocalizer® analysis of
WP taken from HSDP and acoustics.

Figure 3. Open (left) and approximated portion (right) for a single cycle of the
GAW in WP.

Figure 4A. Generation of GAW, kymographic segmentation, and Nyquist plot from HSDP
of WP using Vocalizer®.
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Figure 4B. Acoustical analysis of WP using Vocalizer®.

Figure 4C. Comparison of visual and acoustical analysis of WP using Vocalizer®.
Conclusions
InP is produced with the glottis approximated only at the most anterior portion. However, GAW is mostly regular and R vs. L VF vibration is symmetrical. The amplitude of the
GAW is reduced in comparison to GAW in forward phonation. Comparison of physiologic
versus acoustic signals suggest that InP possesses a large component of friction as seen
in the FFT and Nyquist plot. On the other hand, WP is produced with approximated VF
and with minimal amplitude of GAW. Comparison of physiologic versus acoustic signals
suggest relatively stable GAW versus less stable acoustic signal.
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